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This is the last issue of CornerStone, and I’m afraid its 
publication has been badly delayed; I’m sorry about this. I 
had originally planned to mark this event by dispensing with 
the regular features. So I commissioned an article from Liz 
McManus (driving force behind the Homeless Initiative when 
Housing Minister); and from the three people who have held 
the post of director: Mary Higgins, Derval Howley and Cathal 
Morgan. And I asked 30 people representing a wide range of 
interests to assess homelessness policy. And that was to have 
been that, apart from a final ‘housing healthcheck’ which is 
really a resource rather than an article anyway.

But although CornerStone is coming to an end, homelessness 
and housing policy carries on, so when John O’Connor 
approached me about writing a piece on the Social Housing 
Leasing Initiative I could hardly say no. And when I heard 
that Aideen Hayden was busy writing a vigorous riposte 
to Joe Finnerty’s article on the Housing (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 2009, well that had to go in too. And of 
course there was Ronni Greenwood’s passionate promotion 
of the ‘housing first’ approach at the Homeless Agency’s 
seminar in September, which deserved a wider audience.

There’s no shortage of material for CornerStone, and I am 
convinced that there is a both a demand and a need for 
a magazine about housing and homelessness in Ireland, 
that will get people thinking, raise awareness about new 
initiatives, act as a source of reference about housing and 
homelessness issues, and contribute to the policy debate.

Well, that’s what CornerStone has tried to do! So I very 
much hope that CornerStone’s demise will be temporary, 
and followed by the emergence of a new journal that will 
ensure that the debate continues.

Finally, a very big thank you to members of the CornerStone 
advisory group for their support and guidance; and 
especially to Eithne Fitzgerald and Brian Harvey, who were 
members from Issue no 1 in January 1999, to October 2010 in 
Eithne’s case, and to the final issue in Brian’s. 

I hope you’ve enjoyed reading CornerStone  
half as much as I’ve enjoyed editing it. 

Simon Brooke
simonbrooke@eircom.net
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As I write this piece for the final edition of 
Cornerstone, I am conscious of one central 
question, which I think we should get 
straight to the point on. That is, did the 
partnership realise the vision of ending long-
term homelessness and the need to sleep 
rough in Dublin? This vision, comprising 
two related but distinct objectives, did not 
produce the result of ending long-term 
homelessness by end 2010, and the reasons 
are many and varied. Collectively, we made a 
hugely significant impact on preventing the 
need to sleep rough and I point in particular 
to effective interagency collaboration, which 
saw over the cold weather period in 2010 
an average of 10 people sleeping rough as 
a result of strong multi-agency working on 
the part of homeless emergency services 
as part of the Cold Weather Initiative. I 
also note evidence from Counted In, 2008, 
which points to 95% of homeless households 
surveyed were in accommodation, whilst 
also noting that the experience of rough 
sleeping had reduced by 41% since the 
previous count undertaken in 2005.

Despite not realising this important vision, I 
regard strongly the challenge has always been 
and will remain one of implementation rather 
than whether we had the right strategy.

The Partnership has many reasons to be 
inspired to keep going and see this vision 
fully realised and whilst it is important to 

recognise the fault lines encountered over the 
previous three years, it is equally important 
that we remain steadfast and focused in our 
collective resolve to achieve the vision. 

Action Plan to end long-term 
homelessness and the need to sleep 
rough

The core actions set out in A Key to the Door 
established a set of challenging objectives 
to achieve, all of which centered on three 
strategic aims, which were to prevent 
homelessness; to support people when they 
become homeless and most importantly to 
provide housing with supports to ensure the 
experience of homelessness is short lived or 
resolved. The action plan also made a number 
of assumptions, which were considered as 
having the potential to effect the success 
or otherwise of the aims of the action plan, 
such as: continuing financial resources 
being made available; access to affordable 
housing to meet demand; and having in 
place the required supports (both homeless 
and mainstream) to respond to need, etc. The 
following provides a very brief account of just 
some of the achievements, which were based 
on a) evidence as a result of evaluation and 
analysis, and b) sound principles in terms of 
good practice.

Keeping the vision in sight
Three directors reflect on their time at 
the Homeless Agency
Cathal Morgan: director from 2007 to presentCathal Morgan 

director from  
2007 to present
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Time for change and better supports 

•	 Perhaps one of the more important decisions taken by 
the Homeless Agency in particular, was to ensure that 
policy responses were based on verifiable evidence 
stemming from a sound research programme. Very 
significant effort was made by all the partners to adapt 
to this way of working as was evident in methodologies 
used such as Counted In, Rough Sleepers Count, 
Evaluation of Services and Review of Finances. More 
recently, the adoption and roll-out of PASS (shared client 
database with bed resource management capability) 
is hugely valuable not only in terms of better case 
management and bed management, but also in terms of 
measuring key performance indicators such as how long 
people spend in homeless services, to name but one.

•	 One of our core actions was to evaluate and review 
existing models of long-term housing and to seek 
appropriate revenue funding streams. Having an 
evidence based approach, helped us to respond to these 
actions and saw the establishment of the Support to 
Live Independently (SLI) scheme. This support service is 
operational across the Dublin local authorities providing 
visiting support to some 100 formerly homeless persons 
in their own home, thus far. This initiative has proved 
not only a success for those accessing this service, but 
also heralds a very significant policy shift on the part 
of the sector in terms of transitional housing support 
no longer being delivered on a static basis - or the 
staircase model as is sometimes referred to – but rather 
delivering interventions to persons in their own home. 
A framework agreement is now in place with up to 
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five approved providers for this service, which will be 
extended in the coming months.

•	 Whilst access to housing was the fundamental failure of 
our endeavours in terms of achievement (but not without 
tireless effort), it should be noted that approximately 
1,780 homeless households have been given tenancies 
throughout the lifetime of A Key to the Door. 

•	 We have agreed in principle with homeless service 
providers, a blueprint for the roll-out of a comprehensive 
and integrated support system across Dublin City and 
County, which spans prevention services to specialist 
provision aimed at specific support needs such as 
domestic violence and mental health, etc. 

•	 We have been able to localise supported temporary 
accommodation on a 24 -hour basis in three of the four 
Dublin local authorities, with the final local authority 
expected to come on stream in 2011.

•	 The Dublin local authorities now provide a local 
assessment placement service in addition to a 24 hour 
homeless helpline, which provides not only greater local 
access but also given the housing authorities are now 
operationally responsible for assessing needs at first point 
of contact, this has the important advantage of bringing 
‘housing’ centre stage where homelessness is concerned.

•	 Two day service providers have come together in order to 
extend their hours of operation into the evening time, all 
at no extra cost to the exchequer.

•	 Two outreach provider organisations have combined 
their resources and skilled staff in order to establish a 
Dublin region wide assertive outreach team.

•	 There has been greater consolidation and partnership 
working between organisations, which continues to 
progress positively with a significant level of pooling/ 
sharing resources between organisations. Some 
organisations are in the process of merging, so as to 
ensure resources can be maximised and expended in 
an efficient manner - an area I believe we will have 
to continue our concentration on into the future so as 
minimise duplication of effort and maximise available 
resources to service user needs.

•	 We have completed core action 4 of the action plan, 
which called for the development and roll-out of 
the holistic needs assessment tool and care and case 
management approach. To support this change process 

and help build the competencies of staff working in the 
sector, huge effort has gone into developing training 
supports for frontline staff via the DCU accredited 
training programme for key workers and managers.

•	 Despite one of the worst economic downturns in Ireland, 
we were able, with the support of Central Government, 
to maintain the levels of financial resources to keep 
services in place, save for some reduction on the health 
side. The Review of Finance and Expenditure carried out 
in the sector found that €227m had been expended by 
the state on homelessness in Dublin between 2005 - 2008 
and resources maintained at circa €60m per annum in 
subsequent years. This is, of course, in addition to the 
very significant contributions made via the voluntary 
sector in terms of the additional resources brought to 
bear as a not-for- profit sector. 

Challenges…….reconfiguration, housing 
responses and the ‘R’ Word

Referring back to the assumptions made prior to 
implementing A Key to the Door, we simply cannot 
avoid that there were very specific challenges that the 
Partnership faced over the lifetime of the action plan, with 
the more important challenges being outside of our direct 
control. This is important not only in terms of learning 
from these challenges, but also in trying to have a balanced 
debate about why the Vision was not fully realised. 

Stemming from the cataclysmic economic crisis which 
Ireland has faced over the previous years, we were not able 
to access the quantum of housing supply needed in order 
to a) progress people into housing whom have been in 
temporary accommodation - in some instances for many 
years, and b) to have in place a continuous and adequate 
supply of housing so as to continue to meet the demand 
where prevention has failed. This has been the case despite 
efforts made in devising a variety of housing delivery 
mechanisms, such as the enhanced leasing initiative, a 
dedicated programme of direct acquisition and other such 
measures such as RAS, etc. Some of the key challenges 
here have had to do with the fact that implementation of 
a new way of doing business where housing acquisition is 
concerned, does take time – and perhaps one might criticise 
as taking too much time. Throughout the Celtic Tiger years, 
we were used to 100% capital subsidies and perhaps not 
yet ready or resourced enough to embrace a very different 
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way of acquiring housing through initiatives such as social 
leasing. Despite the efforts on the part of the housing 
authorities, who put in place a procurement team, there was 
very little outcome in terms of attracting property owners in 
getting involved in these arrangements, given the drive to 
sustain or at least maintain market values. Another facet of 
the recession meant we didn’t have the luxury of supplying 
increased financial resources towards the transition from 
the old system of homeless services to the Pathway to Home 
model. This has required us to be - and will remain the case – 
more ingenious at doing more for less and with less.

Other challenges were experienced in terms of 
implementing the homeless action plan. It is fair to say we 
did meet the challenge of Nimbyism ‘not in my back yard’ 
followed by Note ‘not over there either’ in our attempts 
at not only in securing housing access but also in terms 
of establishing much needed and localised homeless 
service provision. Of course we need to ensure sustainable 
options for people and communities where homelessness 
is concerned, but we also need to take cognisance of the 
fact that homeless people share something in common 
with the rest of humanity, that is, the need for affordable 
and accessible housing and secondly some level of support 
required to maintain their housing. Again the evidence 
thus far points to the fact that a majority of people in 
homeless services would manage very well in mainstream 
housing with support with evidence also pointing to 
many people simply requiring housing with no to very low 
levels of programmatic supports. Political and community 

leadership at local level is perhaps a fundamental area, 
which the new action plan will need to address.

Allied to the lack of housing supply (and perhaps more 
exacerbating the problem), when setting about changing 
how services are delivered, or reconfigured, its fair to say 
we perhaps under- estimated the level of time, resource and 
energy required to negotiate and gain consensus on what 
the changes should be and how they were to be achieved. 
One has to keep in mind that the sector consists of an 
extensive range of diverse stakeholders with upwards of 
45 organisations delivering homeless related services. This 
needs to be recognised in terms of acknowledging the level 
of complexity that comes with this level of interagency 
working as well as managing change/ expectations. 

Where to now?

I’d like to sum up the ‘where to now’ with a number of 
principles, which I believe will facilitate us in realising the 
agreed vision of ending long-term homelessness and the 
need to sleep rough as follows.

•	 We have a plan, let’s stick to it and revise the target to 
achieve the agreed vision. There is an agreed framework 
homeless action for Dublin which is coterminous with 
the ending of the National Homeless Strategy, The Way 
Home (2013). 

•	 Whilst being innovative and further developing the 
policy responses to housing first, we need in particular 

We have a plan, let’s stick to it and revise 

the target to achieve the agreed vision. There 

is an agreed framework homeless action for 

Dublin which is coterminous with the ending of the 

National Homeless Strategy, The Way Home (2013).
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to be faithful to and give the Pathway to Home model 
a fighting chance of working. Demurring from, or 
absenting from the model in whole or in part will fly 
in the face of evidence and ultimately disadvantage 
the very people we are here to support. Allied to this, 
maintaining the current levels of financial resources is 
critical to achieving this comprehensive support system. 
Taking away resources in a time of recession is not wise 
and will only serve to create cost in other ways.

•	 A continuous supply of quality, affordable housing is 
paramount. There is a strong argument to be made for 
front loading further capital monies in order to acquire 
social housing. This is urgently required to deal with 
the continuous silting up affect which is present in 
homeless services. Without this, it is difficult to see how 
we can make the required impact in terms of meeting 
the aim of eliminating long-term homelessness. In 
parallel, we should continue to utilise and maximise 
other important delivery mechanisms such as 
enhanced/ social leasing, RAS, private rented options, 
etc. On the economic front, if we can get the housing 
supply issue resolved, we can no doubt save significant 
resources that would in any event have to be spent in 
areas such as private emergency accommodation or the 
health system, to name but two areas.

•	 Locally accessible (and accepted!) homeless services are 
vital in terms of meeting the needs of people in their 
local area and where at the very least we can provide 
people with a choice to access a service in their own 
community. This requires local community and political 
acceptance and leadership.

I would also like to point to one other key strength which 
will help. That is, we now have a legislative backing vis-
à-vis the 2009 Housing Act and provisions relating to 
homelessness. Namely, we are legally required to have in 
place a homeless action plan, to set out the resources required 
to meet the plan and in terms of structures for dealing 
with homelessness such as the consultative forum and 
management group. This, for the first time, legally clarifies 
the role of the different actors involved in this area. As the 
Homeless Agency Executive makes the transition into these 
formal statutory based structures, I am firm in the belief that 
the momentum will not be lost in terms of maintaining the 
strong collaborative approaches developed over the years and 
ultimately to make the vision as set out, a reality.

Perhaps most importantly, we have committed players 
in the sector, both voluntary and statutory, which when 
combined in terms of energy and enthusiasm has all the 
potential to make the vision a reality. This enthusiasm 
should be shored up by the fact that the new Government 
has committed itself to ending long-term homelessness 
and the need to sleep rough. It is particularly exciting that 
government has endorsed a ‘Housing First’ approach when 
it comes to ending long-term homelessness, a statement of 
intention which should be welcomed, embraced and truly 
observed by all concerned.

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity with this 
final edition to say thanks as follows. My sincere thanks to 
Simon Brooke, Editor of Cornerstone, who for many years 
has demonstrated his expertise and tenacity in making this 
publication not only a platform for having points of views 
aired but also in terms of the testing and contesting of ideas. 
This is of course alongside the heroic efforts and expertise of 
the Homeless Agency Communications Team, whom with 
Simon have made this a publication to be proud of.

Partnership working is hard work and requires effort 
and constant attention, this is something which the 
stakeholders should see as a great achievement given we 
have encountered and overcome many challenges and the 
fact that we remain steadfast in keeping the vision alive.

Finally, a very special thanks to the staff of the Homeless 
Agency, the engine room behind the workings of the 
partnership whom deserve credit for the hard work and 
expertise provided over the previous years. This expertise 
will be harnessed over the years to come and I personally 
look forward to joining colleagues in ‘not giving up’, and 
staying the course to realise the vision!
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It seems like the end of an era with the 
pending wind down of the Agency. When 
Simon asked me to put pen to paper and 
reminisce about the time I spent there 
I was delighted at the thought of going 
down memory lane. 

When I first took up the challenge of Director 
of the Homeless Agency, having known Mary 
Higgins in a previous life of hers called the 
Homeless Initiative, I was aware of the big 
shoes I had to fill! 

When I started in the post in March 2005, my 
focus was firstly on developing a staff team, 
so that we would have a strong and competent 
resource with which to support homeless 
services. Little did I realise at the time just how 
competent and committed this team would 
be. On many occasions I found the only way to 
get them to switch off from work and to leave 
the building in the evenings was to physically 
turn off the power supply!

My second task was to bring agencies back 
around the table. Although a lot had been 
achieved by my predecessor in this area, at the 
time I came to post, a number of agencies had 
become disillusioned and so there was a need 
to regroup and refocus on making the Agency 
a Partnership in the true sense of the word. 

Shortly into my tenure, in autumn 2005, three 
young people died on the streets. These tragic 
events drove a number of initiatives including 
the immergence of Street Seen as a voice for 
people experiencing homelessness at the time. 

The street outreach teams, facilitated by the 
Homeless Agency, met on a more regular 
basis to work together to try and put in place 
supports tailored to meet the needs of each 
individual they met sleeping rough on a case 
by case basis. This began to have an impact on 
the ground with the number of people found 
to be sleeping rough through the Counted 
In studies showing a significant reduction 
during the period from 1999 to 2005. This 
decrease in sleeping rough continued with 
the development of greater interagency 
working between the Dublin City Homeless 
Night Bus, the Dublin Simon Community and 
Focus Ireland outreach teams. In addition, 
given the drop in temperatures in the winter, 
Dublin City Council and Crosscare continued 
to develop a Cold Weather Initiative which 
encouraged people who did not usually wish 
to access shelter to avail of this low threshold 
service. 1

The profile of people sleeping rough and 
accessing homeless services during the time 
I was with the Agency began to change 
dramatically with a significant increase in 
individuals from EU 10 countries beginning to 
appear on the streets on Dublin. The reports of 
the numbers varied dramatically and so the 
Agency commissioned a piece of research to 
try and establish the extent of the issue and 
to respond accordingly. The Agency also met 
with the Department of Family and Social 

1  A low threshold service is one which is easily 
accessible and does not have a lot of criteria to 
be met prior to entry. 

Derval Howley

Derval Howley: director from 2005-2007
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Affairs2 in order to advocate in relation to the Habitual 
Residency Condition which prevented people from the EU 
10 countries from accessing state support, as in some cases 
this had also been interpreted to mean access to homeless 
services. Agreement was given that homeless services 
should be given on a needs basis rather than on the basis of 
country of origin. 

However, this led to other difficulties for homeless service 
providers and in particular services such as the Capuchin 
Day Service, Focus Ireland Coffee Shop and Merchants 
Quay’s Fáilte Service whose food and day services saw 
a quadrupling in demand, driven in particular by EU 10 
Nationals, who had fallen on hard times in Ireland. 

The profile of staffing within services began to change 
somewhat with a number of projects beginning to employ 
personnel from the EU 10 states and others providing funding 
for existing staff to be trained up in different languages. 

In June 2005, the Agency hosted a workshop to develop 
a model of tenancy sustainment which would seek to 
support people at risk of homelessness prior to them losing 
their accommodation. It also sought to support individuals 
leaving homelessness. In this way, it hoped to build on the 
work of existing services such as the innovative approach 
taken by Sophia Housing Association and Fingal Local 
Authority and the work of existing settlement supports in 
the Dublin Simon Community, Focus Ireland and Threshold’s 
Access Housing Unit. The Dublin Simon Community were 
awarded the contract to establish a new Dublin City Tenancy 
Sustainment Service in December 2005. 

2  Now called the Department of Social Protection. 

Many service providers revised how and to whom 
they offered services in order to ensure that they were 
adapting to the changing needs on the ground. This 
included the services at Focus Ireland’s George’s Hill to 
support individuals moving out of drug treatment and 
rehabilitation, the long-term housing provision in Sophia 
Housings Cork St. to support men who had lived for 
many years in hostel type accommodation and Responds 
transitional supported accommodation to support 
individuals who would not ordinarily have met all of their 
criteria of entry. The changes to these services meant that 
they became more targeted and easier to access for specific 
groups of individuals who required support. 

The Agency commissioned a range of service evaluations 
throughout 2006, which culminated in the development 
of recommendations for the third and final Action Plan. 
This plan pre-empted the new National Homeless Strategy 
and in fact many of its themes and recommendations were 
mirrored in the National Plan. The implementation of this 
plan has been the focus of the Agency Partnership over the 
last three years. 

Throughout my time in the Agency, while supporting those 
who encounter the hardship and challenges of homelessness 
on a daily basis, I was honoured to meet the many unsung 
heroes who work within the sector. It never ceased to amaze 
me that in the mist of what appeared to be an uphill battle 
there was always room for laughter and kindness, especially 
from people experiencing homelessness themselves.

Thank You

In June 2005, the Agency hosted a workshop to 

develop a model of tenancy sustainment 

which would seek to support people at risk of 

homelessness prior to them losing their 

accommodation.
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I can’t believe that last year has been 
and gone and there has been no public 
statement from any body, voluntary or 
statutory (or at least none that I could see) 
about whether and to what extent the 
vision to end long-term homelessness and 
the need to sleep rough in Dublin by 2010 
was achieved. The vision set a clear target 
for the Agency, Government and some 
campaigning voluntary organisations, 
which was often publicly repeated 
over the last decade. Its articulation 
was an important turning point for 
homelessness in Dublin, marking a new 
way of approaching what was seen as an 
intractable social problem and offering 
confidence to policy makers, the public 
and people who were homeless or at risk 
of homelessness that something could 
really be done about it. For its deadline to 
have passed without comment seems a 
little odd. 

In light of this, I am taking the liberty of 
doing a brief review of the extent of success. 
Needless to say this is being undertaken at a 
distance of six years so my insight and access 
to information is confined to published data 
and my own experience and is therefore 
limited. While achieving the vision is about 
more than reducing numbers, the numbers are 
ultimately the only way to assess success and 
my reflection is based largely on data from the 
Counted In assessments. 

The vision, which was first adopted by the 
Homeless Initiative in 2000 was bold -and 
some thought slightly mad and inherently 

unattainable – but it provided the impetus 
to drive a complete transformation of the 
way in which homelessness was understood 
and responded to. Thus the approach of 
prevention, intervention and settlement/
housing was devised to replace responses, 
which were based on meeting emergency 
needs only and which had served to consign 
hundreds of people to living permanently in 
poor standard accommodation which they 
had to vacate during the day and where they 
had no privacy or rights and little by way of 
comfort. At the centre of this approach was a 
new model of service delivery which, based 
on a continuum of care, placed the person 
who was homeless at the centre of services, 
so that responses were designed around their 
aspirations and needs, however complex, and 
supported people to move out of homelessness 
and into appropriate housing, and the 
realisation of their full potential and rights, as 
quickly as possible. 

The approach has been faithfully followed 
and improved upon in successive action plans 
in Dublin and adopted by the Government in 
its own strategy on homelessness. It was an 
approach that was carefully thought through 
by people expert in dealing with homelessness 
in Dublin and based on the best available 
international evidence at the time of what was 
likely to work. There was an added potential 
advantage of being implemented alongside 
a major economic boom which saw housing 
output and employment opportunities soar, 
factors which should both have prevented 
people from becoming homeless and facilitated 
movement out of homelessness. 

Mary Higgins: director of the Homeless Initiative from 
1996 - 2001; and director of the Homeless Agency from 
2001 to 2005.

Mary Higgins 
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Between the 1999 and 2002 homeless assessments there 
was an increase of about 9% in homelessness. This was not 
surprising when it came because increased demand had 
been obvious - but it was curious because the increase was 
accounted for entirely by families and couples which had 
not featured among homelessness previously. This drove 
demand for new emergency accommodation, sourced in the 
private sector. There wasn’t anything in the wider world 
which would have indicated a greater risk to homelessness 
at that time for those groups and I don’t think anyone ever 
came up with a feasible explanation. 

At the time I left the Homeless Agency, indications from 
service providers were that the number of people who had 
presented to services in 2004 had decreased and the official 
assessment in 2005 confirmed a reduction of about 10%, 
the first positive sign in the life of the Agency that things 
may have been working. This was a great relief after the 
previous increase. 

Given this downward trend, I was surprised to see an 
increase of 4% in 2008, particularly since it was to be 
expected that a deepening of the implementation of the 
prevention/intervention/settlement approach would be 
having an effect and the economic down turn was yet to 
hit. In Counted In, 2008 report the Agency related the rise 
to a proportionate increase in the population in Dublin 
but this doesn’t seem feasible to me since homeless people 
do not reflect the whole population but a small subset 
which suffers poverty, exclusion and disabilities. Was the 
increase due to more people becoming homeless or because 
people were staying longer in homeless services? Counted 
In, 2008 shows that 57% of people had been in emergency 
accommodation for more than six months and roughly half 
of them for more than three years. While this is high it is 
a reduction of about 20% on the previous year, indicating 
a downward trend. So, it’s probable that the increase is 
among people coming into homelessness and this I suspect 
was due to weaknesses in measures to prevent people from 
becoming homeless. 

By comparison efforts to tackle rough sleeping have been 
successful and there has been a steady decline in rough 
sleeping down to 70 at the count last year. Indications 
are that there is a sufficient supply of emergency 
accommodation, appropriate to needs and therefore no 
need to sleep rough. Some outstanding questions then 
need to be answered. Why then do people continue to sleep 

rough? Are there people who just choose to sleep rough and 
if so, what makes them see this an option, and what can be 
done to prevent or minimise its occurrence in the future? 
Is there a level of rough sleeping that, like unemployment, 
is considered to be nil or acceptable? If so, then how can an 
appropriate level be estimated? 

The 2010 rough sleeper count shows a significant proportion 
were immigrants and this raises the question again of 
prevention. It is implied that there is a connection between 
the Habitual Residence Condition and rough sleeping, that 
individuals have been refused welfare supports and have no 
alternative. If this is the case then it is a clear illustration of 
state policy in one area having a direct impact in another; 
of preventative policies either not being in place or not 
being adhered to in practice; and of homeless services 
continuing to play their traditional role of picking up the 
pieces of failures in other service and policy areas. In this 
context it will never be possible to eliminate homelessness. 
Addressing this problem is important and a starting point 
would be making the state body responsible for causing or 
contributing to homelessness answerable for it. 

The Homeless Agency was never intended to be a 
permanent structure; it was intended that it would 
finish its work at the end of 2010. However, it is now due 
to be absorbed into the newly established Housing and 
Sustainable Communities Agency, apparently without 
a clear plan of how this will work. There is a unique 
opportunity here, which I very much hope will not be lost, 
to review carefully the experience of the Agency over the 
last ten years, so that what worked well can be retained 
and developed and what didn’t work can be abandoned. A 
starting point should be to examine why at the end of a ten 
year strategy it looks like there are more people homeless 
than at the beginning.
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In 1994, much to my surprise, I was 
appointed as Minister of State for Housing 
and Urban Renewal. As a TD of a small 
leftwing party, Democratic Left, I had 
never expected to be in government let 
alone to become a Minister. Politics is full 
of surprises. Not many people expected the 
Rainbow government - made up of three 
parties; Fine Gael, Labour and Democratic 
Left - to become a success story and yet, 
it was, delivering 40,000 new jobs per 
annum, a record rate of housebuilding and, 
for the first time, a Budget surplus. 

Sadly the public weren’t impressed and we 
were voted out of office in 1997. 

Once I entered the Department of 
Environment I set out two priorities in 
housing policy. One priority was to progress 
the provision for the travelling community. In 
Opposition, I had been appointed chairperson 
of the ‘Taskforce On The Needs Of Travellers’ 
– there was nobody else queuing up for the 
position. We did a lot of invaluable work and a 
report was produced after I became Minister, 
which opened the way to new legislation 
on Traveller accommodation. It was useful 

experience for a neophyte like me. Balancing 
the competing views of public representatives, 
travellers’ representatives, and those of 
civil servants in various departments was a 
learning curve in itself. 

The other priority was to tackle homelessness. 
Earlier in 1994, a homeless woman had died 
in the grounds of St Brendans hospital, 
Grangegorman in North Dublin. It led to a 
public reaction that triggered a government 
response. I was blessed that my predecessor 
was Emmet Stagg who was Minister for 
Housing in the Fianna Fail/ Labour coalition 
government. He came out with a strong 
unequivocal commitment that no-one who 
was homeless in Dublin would be left without 
a bed for the night. Homelessness, at that 
time, was largely a Dublin phenomenon 
while housing provision for homeless people 
was fairly manageable in other parts of the 
country. Emmet Stagg’s commitment meant 
that when I arrived in the Department I 
was able to push the door wider rather than 
starting from ground zero. 

I visited all the homeless units in Dublin. 
I even went to the Regina Coeli and the 

The Homeless Agency:  
A model for partnership
When Liz McManus was appointed as Minister for 
Housing and Urban Renewal, she immediately made 
homelessness one of her priorities, and this led to the 
creation of the Homeless Initiative in 1996, which 
subsequently morphed into the Homeless Agency. Here, 
she tells the story. 

Liz McManus 
was Minister  
for Housing and 
Urban Renewal 
from 1994 - 1997
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Morning Star hostels that didn’t receive any State aid and 
belonged to another era. Long open dormitories, basic 
facilities and no security other than a key in the front 
door. As far as I could fathom these hostels were run by 
dedicated, but generally frail and elderly, members of the 
Legion of Mary. My civil servants had never been inside 
these particular hostels before and wandered around them, 
wide-eyed, at what they saw. 

Other hostels were either due for major improvements or 
had already undergone an upgrade with single or double 
rooms and proper bathroom facilities. The purpose built 
hostels were also visited and it was clear that standards had 
dramatically improved in recent years.

The standard of care too, was impressive but I learnt early 
on that meeting the challenge of homelessness is not just 
about housing provision. It requires an understanding of 
the way of life, the physical, mental and emotional needs 
of people who are marginalized and in increasing numbers, 
who are young. I had no idea how the old stereotype of 
the ancient male tramp had been overtaken by young 
people, male and female, who were out of home because of 
violence, addiction, or child abuse. Their vulnerability made 
the task more pressing and within a year I had brought 
together a working group between the Department of 
Environment and the Department of Health with Brian 
O’Shea TD, who was a Minister of State in Health. 

Nowadays, we are accustomed to cross-departmental 
groups but then it was the first time one had been formed 
to deal with homelessness. My intention was to facilitate a 
partnership between the departments and the voluntary 
organizations providing for homeless people and to 
formalise it into a new structure. In time this led to the 
launch of the Homeless Initiative. 

Against some opposition from the permanent 
government, I was determined that the position 
of director for the Homeless Initiative would be 
advertised outside of the civil service. Mary 
Higgins was duly appointed. She came from the 
voluntary sector and had a considerable track 
record on housing policy and planning. I was 
blessed again. The Homeless Initiative was 
duly launched and has served as the model 
for partnership management since then. 

The pledge to ensure that every homeless person had a 
bed to sleep in was honoured but it was clear that some 
homeless people chose to stay outside the system. In all 40 
people in the Greater Dublin Area were listed by the Eastern 
Health Board as coming into that category. I worried about 
them but there was no obvious solution and the voluntary 
outreach services were crucial in assisting them. 

The impression I had was that in recent years this number 
had dwindled somewhat but in September 2010 figures 
released showed that the number of people sleeping rough 
and accessing emergency homeless service has risen 20% 
over the past eighteen months. Up to 40 people were rough 
sleepers. It is a great regret to me that through all the years 
of the Celtic Tiger that followed the Rainbow Government 
the issue of homelessness still persists. 

It is not a simple issue. Complex needs and circumstances 
lead people into homelessness but as a society we have an 
obligation to reach out to them rather than turning away 
and ignoring the reality of homelessness. 

As a society we are facing a fearsome legacy left by greedy 
bankers, profligate developers and an irresponsible, 
incompetent government. It is harder than ever to live 
up to that obligation but the needs of the homeless will 
increase rather than lessen in the years to come and the 
key, as always, is to work together across agencies and 
organizations to deliver the best possible outcome.

The Homeless Initiative was duly 

launched and has served as the model for 

partnership management since then
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Patrick Burke
Former CEO, Simon Communities of Ireland

The government ‘commitments’ to end 
the need to sleep rough and long-term 
homelessness have been critical in keeping 
homelessness on the political and policy 
agenda in recent years. Although precursors 
to The Way Home they clearly paved the way 
in terms of direction, the strategic aims and 
actions. 

The Way Home is an excellent blueprint 
containing the most comprehensive analysis of 
the causes and consequences of homelessness 
of any national strategy document to date. 
Critically, it acknowledges that responses must 
be multi faceted involving inter departmental, 
interagency and inter disciplinary working 

and co-operation. Energies must now be 
focused on full implementation. 

Looking forward, the first most important 
initiative which must take place if the goals 
of the National Strategy are to be achieved, is 
the provision of adequate numbers of actual 
homes for those who are ready, willing and 
able to more on to independent living either 
with or without supports. 

Secondly, there must be an acknowledgement 
both at policy level and at service provision level, 
that there are a significant number of people 
with high support needs requiring either ongoing 
intensive support or 24/7 care. Meeting their 
needs is imperative to the success of the Strategy.

Tackling 
homelessness  
in 200 words

CornerStone invited over thirty people with wide 
ranging involvements with homelessness to contribute 
200 words on the two most important initiatives taken 
in relation to homelessness in the last five years; and 
looking forward, the two most effective initiatives 
to tackle homelessness. Eighteen people took up the 
challenge, and as you will see there are a number of 
common themes as well as some surprises.
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Sharon Cosgrove
CEO, Sonas Housing Association

The two most important initiatives were: the development 
of tools and standards by the Homeless Agency Partnership, 
such as the Holistic Needs Assessment, key working, 
support plans and care and case management. These take 
account of the range of complex needs that homeless 
people face, the importance of holistic plans and the need 
for multi-agency working to address the needs of homeless 
people. This together with the accredited training for 
managers and key workers is helping make a substantial 
impact on professionalising the practice in the sector. 

The development of the Pathway model is another 
significant initiative (obviously yet to be fully 
implemented). The systems-thinking approach to solving 
the problem of homelessness demonstrated clearly how the 
system was not working and it successfully convinced all 
sectors of the need for a major change to the system in order 
to really tackle homelessness. 

The two most effective initiatives that could be 
taken would be, firstly, to further develop national 
quality standards for homeless services and for 
homeless accommodation. We all agree that dormitory 
accommodation is not acceptable in homeless facilities. 
Women and children in refuges with up to 10 families 
sharing one kitchen, is not acceptable either. But we need 
standards in place and a 3-5 year implementation plan. 

Secondly, the Pathway approach is a model that could work. 
But it is completely reliant on housing supply and effective 
assessment and placement services in local authorities. If 
we don’t begin to see this happen soon, it will permanently 
undermine confidence in the Pathway approach. 

Jack Dunphy 
Former programme manager for homeless services, 
Crosscare

For me the setting up of the Homeless Agency and the 
Pathway to Home publication was a significant initiative in 
tackling homelessness. It brought about coherent thinking 
and joined-up action. The gathering of intelligent and 
accurate data quantifying the complex, multi-layered 
nature of homelessness, its changing pattern and the 

interaction of the welfare code, was a watershed in 
challenging assumptions about homelessness. 

Pathway to Home is an important document in that it 
spells out that homelessness should not be a permanent 
and insoluble problem for anyone, no matter what their 
illness, addiction, history or circumstances. The solution 
lies in finding accommodation and getting appropriate 
levels of support to maintain it. That statement is simple 
and yet profound as it challenges all of us to think and act 
differently about our own organisations and services. 

Looking forward, one has to suspend the temptation to 
enter into near paralysis thinking that nothing positive 
can happen because the economy is banjaxed. It is precisely 
because of economic realities that we must stay focused 
on the simple message in Pathway to Home. Without a 
champion, the risk is that there will be slippage to the old 
way of doing business; we won’t call each other on poor 
performance, restricted work practices, administration 
obstacles, and internal obfuscation of progress. By 
maintaining fidelity to the principle of Housing First and 
implementing a variety of support mechanisms that are 
flexible to changing circumstances, homelessness can be 
ended. It requires all service providers to be held accountable 
for their actions in supporting and achieving that goal.

Joe Finnerty
Lecturer, School of Applied Social Studies,  
University College Cork. 

The two most important initiatives taken in the last 
five years were: the explicit adoption of a Housing First 
approach: moving people out of emergency accommodation 
and into rental housing, with appropriate supports. And 
secondly, the deepening of the strategic approach initiated 
in 2000, involving the key voluntary and statutory agencies 
in local planning, with the legislative underpinning of the 
2009 Act.

The most effective initiatives looking forward would 
be: firstly, for public authorities to ‘think smart’ in using 
favourable market conditions and extensive purchasing 
power to improve the terms available to households 
and social housing providers (across the range of rent 
supplement, RAS and long-term leasing schemes ) and 
to address the current housing disequilibrium (empty 
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homes, full shelters). Secondly, for peace to break out in the 
turf wars between the HSE and the DoEHLG in relation to 
care and support for homeless people across the range of 
accommodation available to them.

Michael Goulding
CEO, Novas Initiatives

Some recent initiatives lack clarity; use too much 
‘mumbo jumbo’ and don’t prioritise clients. The best two 
initiatives in the past number of years were firstly the 
government’s decision nearly ten years ago to substantially 
increase funding for homeless services and keeping that 
commitment until very recently. This enabled us and others 
achieve the second most important change – bringing 
about real improvements in the quality of life for very 
vulnerable people. We know from clients’ feedback that 
quality standards in accommodation and support options 
saved some lives and changed many many more. 

The future? The government, whichever colour it is, must 
keep its nerve and maintain funding. Yes, it costs money 
to provide services but it is cheaper than having people 
back on the streets and even more vulnerable. Second, 
something that could be considered by us as practitioners. 
We need to regain our focus on client centred services. The 
solution to homelessness has been known for many years – 
it’s not nuclear physics. Sometimes some groups seem more 
preoccupied with their own organisations and positions 
and empires! We need to plan and deliver what clients need 
and stop explaining why not or why we can’t. 

Brendan Hynes
Homeless co‑ordinator, South Dublin County Council. 

Of the many initiatives taken over the past few years 
to end homelessness, two in particular are worthy of 
mention. Firstly, the establishment of tenancy sustainment 
services in all four Dublin local authorities in 2006, placed 
a particular focus on assisting vulnerable tenants to 
maintain their tenancies through professional intervention 
by tenancy sustainment workers, thereby providing a 
distinct homelessness preventative mechanism. Secondly, 
the development of the Pathway to Home model and 
ongoing reconfiguration of services will not only increase 
the opportunities for access to secure good quality 

accommodation for persons who have experienced 
homelessness but will also, when fully implemented, 
deliver both the person centred care and housing support 
services required for those exiting homelessness. 

Looking to the future, I consider firstly that full localisation 
of assessment, placement, accommodation and support 
services is imperative and should include close working 
relationships between local authorities and community 
welfare services. Secondly, in light of evidence that 
family dispute is one of the principal declared causes of 
homelessness, I consider that a specific initiative targeted 
at identifying the underlying causes of such disputes in 
individual cases allied to early professional intervention (e. 
g. expanded role for tenancy sustainment services) aimed 
at achieving re-integration within families, could prove 
extremely productive. 

Bob Jordan
Executive director, Threshold

Threshold believes that the provision of move-on 
accommodation with supports will have the greatest 
impact on homelessness. We would like to see all available 
accommodation put to best use, including social rented, 
private rented and vacant properties. 

Threshold is seeking reforms that would protect vulnerable 
tenants living in the private rented sector. The unjust 
retention of rent deposits by landlords places tenants at 
risk. For many people on low incomes, the deposit often 
represents their life savings. We want to see a Deposit 
Protection Scheme introduced that would require deposits 
to be lodged with a third party and promptly returned at 
the end of a tenancy. 

Despite the introduction of new minimum standards 
regulations in 2009, substandard accommodation remains 
a significant problem in the private rented sector. A 
certification system for rented properties, similar to the 
Building Energy Rating (BER) scheme, would require 
landlords to prove that a property is fit to live in before it is 
rented to a tenant. 

The rent supplement scheme should be reformed to ensure 
access to good quality, affordable accommodation for tenants. 
No one who rents a property with state money should live in 
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unfit accommodation. Direct payment of rent supplement 
to landlords would reduce the scope for landlords to demand 
illegal top-up payments, enable the state to negotiate rent 
levels directly with landlords and ensure tax compliance. 

Joyce Loughnan
CEO, Focus Ireland

The last five years have seen significant changes in the 
provision of homeless services in Dublin. Having joined 
Focus Ireland in 2008, I have been a part of the most recent 
phase of these changes. 

Speaking personally, the two most important initiatives 
have been the Homeless Strategy launched in August 2008 
and Pathway to Home launched in 2009. 

The Homeless Strategy and Pathway to Home give substance 
to the commitment to end long-term homelessness and 
the need to sleep rough by 2010. This has provided the 
necessary focus for driving the changes required to realise 
this vision. 

We are still some way off achieving this, and the need 
to deliver the necessary housing is now paramount. 
Emergency accommodation must be maintained until this 
is delivered. In my view, the two most important initiatives 
that could be taken in the coming period would be for 
government to maintain the budget for homeless services 
at its current level and to ring fence €300 million from the 
social housing capital budget for the provision of long-term 
housing for people in homeless services in 2011. 

Cíarán Lynch TD
Former Labour Party spokesperson on  
Housing and Local Government

The two most important initiatives in homeless policy in 
the last five years have been The Way Home (2008), the 
government’s national strategy on homelessness and the 
Housing Act 2009. If fully implemented, this legislation 
would dramatically improve housing policy and practice in 
the years ahead. 

Full implementation of the Homeless Strategy remains the 
most effective way to address and prevent homelessness. 

The strategy combines value for money for the taxpayer 
(which is essential in this economic crisis) with social 
justice, which Labour believes is always essential. 

Counted In, 2008 showed that 70% of homeless households 
could settle in mainstream housing, given appropriate 
support. 

The Strategy committed to providing 1,200 housing units 
for these household in Dublin during 2010. Despite the 
amount of houses lying empty, by September not one 
single unit had been provided. As a result individuals and 
families remain trapped in relatively expensive emergency 
accommodation, and the strategy is stalled. 

The single most effective thing that could happen is that The 
Way Home will actually be implemented fully, and the homes 
and appropriate supports provided quickly. The Labour Party 
will be committed to this objective in government.

Donal McManus
Executive director, Irish Council for Social Housing

The single most important measure has been ensuring that 
financial resources for homelessness were committed to 
and maintained at a significant level in the last five years. 
This was the foundation for allowing key actions to be 
implemented throughout the country and progress to be 
achieved in a range of areas. 

Secondly, the incorporation of homeless actions plans 
into recent housing legislation should have longer-term 
benefit in retaining homelessness as a priority issue whilst 
focusing on how the issue of homelessness has to be 
continually responded to in a co-ordinated manner in the 
years ahead. 

Looking forward, one of the most effective initiatives will 
be to have a dedicated continuous supply of affordable 
rental housing incorporating secure tenancies for former 
homeless households. A particular Irish Housing First 
approach with concurrent supports will be also be key 
component in this respect and has to be made appropriate 
to the Irish context. 

Secondly, linked to this, it would be important that there 
would be a form of ‘clearing house’ at local authority level 
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for dealing with nominations and referrals for formerly 
homeless households. This would enable nominations to 
be processed in a consistent and co-ordinated manner for 
housing providers and homeless households ultimately to 
be housed in the most appropriate environment. 

Seán Megahey
Services manager, HAIL, Housing Association for 
Integrated Living. 

From HAIL’s viewpoint as a housing association offering 
permanent tenancies to a mix of people with a housing 
need and a need for housing with support, particularly 
those with a mental health difficulty, there has been much 
to applaud and much to cause frustration. 

The Pathway To Home model portfolio, is in itself, a major 
positive change of emphasis and in many ways mirrors 
HAIL’s ethos. Emphasising Housing First is right. In terms 
of the prevention of homelessness the episodic nature of 
mental illness underscores the importance and availability 
of specialised housing support to kick in when needed. 

I would say that the two key initiatives needed now are 
1) housing and 2) more housing, knowing that HAIL could 
fill units of accommodation very quickly. In prevention 
terms, equally important is the interface between housing 
providers and health services. We have promising projects 
stuck because the key stakeholders are talking separately 
to each other but not all in the same room. DoEHLG, DCC, 
DoH&C, HSE and voluntary sector housing providers like 
HAIL, together have the ability to unblock the pipeline and 
realise the projects. Deinstitutionalising the psychiatric 
services risks a major increase in homelessness unless this 
happens and soon. 

Patrick Murphy
Service user

I was homeless for two years and it’s not a pleasant 
experience. Getting out of homelessness took time and effort. 
Homeless services vary, my key worker in the first hostel 
was an experienced one and this helped steer me in the right 
direction. Later, I encountered several key workers who I 
thought were not helpful – they didn’t manage to open any 
doors. So through my own effort I got a resettlement worker 
who knew how to go about getting a place. 

All homeless services can use the Holistic Needs 
Assessment if needed, which is best for all concerned, mine 
went missing, then later a copy appeared from somewhere. 

As to the future, the Homeless Agency needs to act with 
commitment and resolve and eliminate homelessness. This 
I believe can be done. Why have a property empty, when 
it could be an asset serving two purposes, housing people 
and generating income? A positive attitude from all those 
involved especially at the helm, can make this happen. 
Here’s hoping for better things to come.

John O’Connor
Chief executive, Housing and  
Sustainable Communities Agency

In my opinion the two most important aspects of tackling 
homelessness are firstly the general acceptance that 
we need to move away from emergency and temporary 
accommodation to mainstream housing. Secondly, the 
changes in mindset that have occurred to move away from 
sheltered housing with shared facilities to proper self-
contained accommodation. 

For the future the continued move towards provision of 
mainstream housing is critical so that these vulnerable 
people have a place to call home. In addition, the provision 
of the accommodation in an integrated way with local 
communities removes the sense of segregation and 
isolation. 

Looking forward, the quality of accommodation provided 
will be an important feature that will impact on the success 
of providing mainstream accommodation and sheltered 
accommodation where it is still required. 
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Alice O’Flynn
Former Assistant National Director for  
Social Inclusion, HSE

Firstly, the action plans that have been developed by the 
Homeless Agency, and the role that the Homeless Agency has 
played in being an anchor and hub for leading and supporting 
a partnership approach to addressing homelessness. The 
process to developing the action plans was crucial since 
this is how partnership working became the reality it is 
today – improvements have been made and changes have 
taken place. It also brought a degree of accountability and 
responsibility which has been very important. 

The increasing range of services that have been created 
through partnership funding to respond to the complex 
health needs of those who are homeless, ie. those with 
addiction issues, e. g. Dublin Simon Detox Service, 
SafetyNet, Merchant’s Quay Primary Care Services, Ana 
Liffey, and others 

The recession and NAMA provide an opportunity to put 
in place adequate quality housing for everyone in this 
country so that waiting lists are addressed, people living in 
temporary accommodation can be moved into permanent 
quality accommodation and an effective 24 hour helpline, 
emergency accommodation and support where necessary 
is available for anyone who finds themselves in emergency 
housing need. 

Finally, I hope the groundswell that is calling for a different 
approach to how we organise ourselves as a country 
politically, economically, socially and spiritually gains 
serious momentum in the coming years. 
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Aengus Ó Snodaigh TD
Former Sinn Fein spokesperson on Social Protection, 
Justice, Equality and International Affairs

The most important initiative in recent years was the 
successful MakeRoom campaign that secured a government 
commitment to end long-term homelessness by 2010. 
This campaign ensured that both the government’s 
current homeless strategy, The Way Home and the revised 
Programme for Government made explicit reference to the 
2010 target.

The second most important initiative of recent years was 
The Way Home strategy itself, which focused on the need to 
provide people in homeless services with long-term housing 
and support as the key ingredient in achieving the 2010 target.

Unfortunately, there is no evidence that the target at 
the heart of these two initiatives – ending long-term 
homelessness by 2010 – is being met. The government is 
failing to provide the necessary long-term housing on 
which their own strategy relies.

The most important initiative that must be taken in the 
coming months is to provide sufficient housing to end long-
term homelessness. The governments leasing initiative has 
failed to provide any long term housing in 2010. It must be 
replaced with a clear financial commitment in Budget 2011 
to build or buy the 1200 units required in Dublin and an 
equivalent target for the rest of the state.

Jean Quinn
Co‑director, Sophia Housing Association

I think one of the most significant initiatives was the 
Pathway to Home initiative. Also the commitment to 
address the numbers of people in B&B type accomodation 
and have been for a very long time. The Pathway model was 
significant also in that it brought together all the voluntary 
and statutory organisations to work together for a common 
aim! I like the idea that this model was person centred 
and the service user was of prime consideration in all the 
discussions. 

The second important initiative was the encouragement 
and availability of funds from the Department of the 
Environment for organisations to acquire suitable 

properties right across the country and fit for purpose! 
However, it’s regrettable that in the present economic 
recession that this type of funding has greatly diminished. 

The leasing initiative, which is a way forward has not 
at this point in time been hugely successful and needs 
revamping. 

The most effective initiatives looking forward are firstly, 
encouraging groups to work in partnership with each other 
for the betterment of the person out of home. To develop 
centralised services from the point of view HR and IT 
etc. Also and more importantly to look at collaboratively 
purchasing in relation to everything from maintenance to 
materials etc. in an effort to keeping costs at a minimum. 

Secondly, to develop better understanding of the needs 
of the person out of home, the backgrounds and causes of 
homelessness and to have a collective lobbying voice to 
government in relation to these issues. 

David Silke
Director of Research and Policy, Housing and Sustainable 
Communities Agency

I would like to comment from a research perspective. 

I think the two most important initiatives taken by 
the Homeless Agency in the last five years have been: 
first, adding to the evidence base in relation to our 
understanding of and responses to homelessness in 
Ireland – for example, through the evaluation of services, 
value for money study and the Counted, In and Holistic 
Needs Assessments. These works have helped to shape the 
response to homelessness. 

Second, the emphasis that has been placed on the 
importance of preventative polices and services and a more 
strategic response to the problem in general. 

Going forward, the two most effective initiatives that 
could be taken would be: first, implementation of the 
Housing First model – this could be advanced by way of 
a demonstration programme and should be the subject 
of a rigorous value for money analysis; and second, the 
development and implementation of agreed standards in 
the sector. 
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Housing 
healthcheck
Everyone knows what’s 
happened to house prices, but 
that’s only part of the picture, so 
Simon Brooke has got out his 
stethoscope again to give the 
housing system as a whole  
a healthcheck. 
Since the first housing healthcheck was published 
in 2003, the housing market has boomed and busted 
spectacularly, and such is the level of uncertainty that 
nearly all pundits – naturally garrulous individuals to 
a person – are now struck dumb when asked to predict 
future trends. This healthcheck also avoids doing 
much in the way of predictions although sometimes 
looking ahead is irresistible.

Healthcheck uses data from a number of sources, of which 
the DoEHLG is one of the most important. The DoEHLG is 
the only agency that publishes data on a whole range of 
housing issues that are indispensible to policy makers and 
commentators alike. Unfortunately however, at the time 
of writing 2011 is only a few weeks away, but the Annual 
Housing Statistics Bulletin for 2009 has yet to be published 
so in many cases the most recent data is two years old. 
Consequently this healthcheck is more dependent on 
estimates than I would like.
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expected to fall again a bit before the end of the year. 

This chart shows national average house prices at the end of 
each year since 1995, and it provides a very vivid illustration of 
boom and bust. In the decade before 2006, prices quadrupled 
to €310,000; and since then they’ve dropped by about 36% 
(some commentators claim the true figure is much higher 
than this) to just under €200,000. No-one knows when house 
prices will bottom out or what the trough price will be, and 
it is striking, as stated above, that most pundits seem to have 
thrown away their crystal balls. Normally when prices fall, 
people are delighted, but when house prices drop everyone 
immediately calls for the government to do something to push 
them back up again! There are winners and losers of course: 
the main losers being people in negative equity who can no 
longer afford their mortgage payments; and the winners are 
people who haven’t bought yet and are waiting for prices to 
bottom out before they snap up a bargain. And there are loads 
of people for whom house price levels make absolutely no 
difference whatsoever so long as they view their house as a 
home rather than an investment: this includes anyone who 
bought their home more than 15 years ago and didn’t top up 
their mortgage; anyone who’s paid off their mortgage; and 
anyone who never had a mortgage. 

The medium term impacts of lower house prices are better 
affordability, wider access to owner-occupation, and less 
money tied up in mortgages. 

Diagnosis: Overall, a fall in house prices is a good thing
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Negative equity
Just to remind you: you are in negative equity when the 
amount you owe your lender (building society, bank, 
whatever) is more than the current value of your home. This 
means that if you sell up, for whatever reason, you’ll still 
owe your lender money even after you’ve sold the house. 
Contrary to what many commentators claim, negative 
equity is a psychological problem rather than an economic 
problem for most people. If you can afford to keep paying 
your mortgage, or enough of it to keep the lender happy, 
then sooner or later you will stop being in negative equity, 
regardless of how much house prices drop. It must be 
galling in the extreme to be paying off a loan of €300,000 
when your neighbour has a mortgage for half that but that’s 
the way the market works. Of course negative equity does 
create huge problems for people whose income suddenly 
falls for whatever reason, so they can’t afford to pay the 
mortgage, and because they’re in negative equity they can’t 
afford to move either. But there are ways in which most 
people in this situation could be helped to keep their home.

The chart opposite, shows the number of borrowers 
estimated to be in negative equity by the end of 2010, and 
it can be seen that, not surprisingly between 2004 and 
2007 was a bad time to buy a house if you wanted to avoid 
negative equity. 

Diagnosis: Very serious for anyone whose income 
drops substantially, or for people who have to move; a 
psychological pain for everyone else. 

Number of mortgage borrowers estimated to be 
in negative equity by end-2010 by year of loan 
drawndown (000s)
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Source: David Duffy, Negative Equity in the Irish Housing Market, 
ESRI Working Paper no. 319. 

Private housing output
This demonstrates with some drama the end of a 
boom. Private housing output has collapsed and the 
number of private houses completed in 2010 will be only 
approximately 14% of the number completed in 2006. 

Diagnosis: Catastrophic for the economy as a whole, 
because it was absurdly over‑dependent on housing 
construction and income from stamp duty for far too long.
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Social housing output
Social housing output
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Social housing output has not followed the same curve as 
private housing output – yet. But cuts in funding for local 
authority housing and housing associations have not been 
balanced by an increase in output under the Social Housing 
Leasing Initiative. This means that the only direction social 
housing output will go in 2010 is down. Total social housing 
output for 2010 could be down to 3000 units – less than 
half the output in 2007 and 2008. Of course the trouble is, 
when the economy is going badly, the demand for social 
housing will increase. On top of that, commentator after 
commentator has pointed out that without more social 
housing, homelessness will not be solved. 

Diagnosis: At the very time when we need more social 
housing we’ll get less, unless the Social Housing Leasing 
Initiative can be made to work very soon. 

Social housing supply 
and demand
Number of housesholds in housing need and social 
housing available for letting
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This graph shows the total number of households included 
in the triennial assessments of housing need, and the 
amount of social housing available for letting that year. 
This includes local authority and housing association 
housing that has been built or acquired, as well as social 
housing that has become available for letting because 
someone moved out. 

It illustrates (except for 2005) the growing gap between 
demand for social housing and its supply. However, the 
assessment of housing need doesn’t tell us much about 
the degree of housing need; in fact it doesn’t really tell us 
how many households need or want social housing, so the 
overall picture is a pretty rough and ready one. 

Diagnosis: There clearly isn’t enough social housing to 
go round, but the assessment of housing need must be 
overhauled. 
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Affordability
Affordability – which is the proportion of income spent on 
housing costs (mortgage or rent) – is an extremely slippery 
concept because there are loads of variables involved and the 
result can be greatly influenced by small changes. However, 
it is fair to say that the main influences of affordability are 
house prices (higher prices means less affordable); interest 
rates (higher rates mean less affordable); and incomes 
(higher incomes mean more affordable).
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The above graph is a rather crude representation of 
affordability that shows the percentage of gross income a 
single first time buyer earning an average industrial wage 
would pay if s/he bought an average house at the end of the 
years shown. 

It shows that a combination of lower interest rates and 
much lower house prices has dramatically improved 
affordability. Interest rates can’t go much lower, but house 
prices can, so even if incomes reduce, affordability for many 
will continue to improve. Of course, for anyone unlucky 
enough to lose their job, the picture is very different. 

Diagnosis: Improving fairly dramatically, but all 
depends on incomes and employment levels

Level of housing debt
Loans approved for house purchase (# billion)
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This shows the total value of loans approved for house 
purchases each year since 1995. It’s an awful lot of money 
– over €30 billion alone in 2006. The 2008 figure illustrates 
the slowdown vividly. The graph shows that an enormous 
amount of money is locked away in mortgages, which 
prevents people spending elsewhere and dampens the 
economy. And it provides yet another reason why lower 
house prices are a good thing. 

Diagnosis: Has probably had a significant dampening 
impact on the economy but lower house prices mean 
lower loans.
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Rent supplement
No of claimants and expenditure on rent supplement
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This graph shows the total expenditure on rent supplement 
and the number of people receiving it since 1995. Between 
2003 and 2007, the number of claimants was pretty 
steady at around 60,000, but the length of time each 
claimant received rent supplement for increased, so the 
total expenditure went up in line with this. During this 
period average private rents increased by about 24% 
according to daft.ie but the rent cap (maximum rent for 
which rent supplement will be paid) increased by a much 
lower percentage. It is widely accepted that it is extremely 
difficult for single people to find private rented housing 
within rent cap limits in Dublin. The new standards for 
private rented housing that will lead to the end of the bedsit 
with shared facilities which is to be welcomed, but unless 
the rent supplement system is overhauled the situation for 
single people may get worse. 

Diagnosis: Single people on social welfare will find it 
even more difficult to find private rented housing which 
is the only option for most, unless the rent supplement 
system is overhauled and the Rental Accommodation 
Scheme greatly expanded. 

Private sector rents
National Rental Index (2007 = 100)
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After falling by a quarter since the peak in 2007, rents 
nationally appear to have stabilised and have changed very 
little during the past year. In Dublin, they fell further (by 
about 30%) and are now rising gently. Some commentators 
say that rising rents will be the first signs of a recovering 
housing market, but it would be a brave pundit who would 
predict that these figures will lead to rising house prices. 

At the lower end of the market demand continues to be high 
as people adjust to lower incomes or try to find housing 
within rent supplement limits. 

Diagnosis: Overall, lower rents are good news for 
tenants, but they mask continuing difficulties for some 
groups, especially single people on low incomes or rent 
supplement.
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A new model for ending – yes ending – chronic 
homelessness for people with complex needs 
due to the challenges of psychiatric diagnosis 
and substance misuse has crossed the Atlantic. 
Housing First is taking root in cities as 
disparate as Lisbon, Marseilles, Glasgow, and 
Helsinki. This revolutionary new approach 
starts from the simplest, and perhaps most 
obvious of observations: what homeless 
people need is a home. 

The idea that adults who are chronically 
homeless need a home more than anything 
else might seem obvious to you and me, but 
it is a radical, even dangerous, idea to many 
people, including those who shape social 
policy and who provide homeless services. 
Before Housing First, many policy makers and 
service providers believed that chronically 
homeless adults are homeless because they 
aren’t ‘housing ready’: they don’t have the 
skills needed to live independently. They may 
have psychiatric challenges for which they 
need to take medication, and maybe they don’t 

like to take their medication. So they “need” to 
learn to be “treatment compliant”. Or maybe 
they have histories of alcohol or drug misuse, 
or perhaps are still even actively using or 
misusing psychoactive substances. Housing 
is used a bit like a carrot and a stick: you can 
have a home if you comply with our rules 
(carrot), but if you don’t, you’ll go back into 
supervised accommodation, or even back on 
the streets (stick). 

In 1992, something happened that made this 
attitude go out of style: Dr Sam Tsemberis 
founded Pathways to Housing in New York 
City. The aim of Pathways to Housing was to 
end homelessness for adults with complex 
needs, both psychiatric and substance misuse 
challenges. He aimed to show how a reversal 
in the order of services provided to chronically 
homeless adults is what is needed to put an 
end to the endless ‘institutional circuit’ that 
these folks find themselves in. He also aimed to 
show how this mode of service delivery costs 
the government, and the tax payer, a whole 

Pathways Housing First: 
How to stop managing chronic 
homelessness and start ending it
Most of the discussion of Housing First in Ireland has 
necessarily been second hand – until now that is. Dr 
Ronni Greenwood, who has worked in New York with Dr 
Sam Tsemberis, a founder of the Housing First approach, 
is now living in Ireland, and so is uniquely positioned 
to write about Housing First both from personal 
experience in New York, and with an understanding of 
homelessness in Ireland. 

Dr Ronni Michelle 
Greenwood is 
a lecturer at 
the Psychology 
Department, 
University of 
Limerick
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lot less than the very expensive institutional circuit. The 
‘institutional circuit’, sometimes called the ‘revolving door’ 
of services, is the costly path from streets emergency rooms 
to shelters to emergency accommodation and transitional 
housing and back out onto the streets. A critical mass of 
chronically homeless adults who services providers call 
‘difficult to serve’ or ‘treatment resistant’ can be found on 
this circuit. Statistics show that it is very expensive: for 
example, in New York City, 10% of the chronically homeless 
utilize 50% of the shelter system resources; 3% of clients use 
% of all Medicaid funding for hospitals and detox services.

Pathways to Housing reversed the order of services for 
chronically homeless adults with psychiatric and substance 
misuse challenges. The philosophy is simple: a home is a 
fundamental human right, all people are “housing ready”, 
and most importantly, the security of home is a necessary 
precondition for recovery from severe mental illness and/
or substance misuse. Pathways to Housing delivers housing 
first and treatment second for the people who all other 
service providers have long given up on. There are five core 
principles that characterize this model of service delivery, 
and each of them is essential. 

“Some people think when you give 
housing away that you’re actually 
enabling people as opposed to 
helping them get better. Our 
experience has been that the offer 
of housing first, and then treatment, 
actually has more effective results 
in reducing addiction and mental 
health symptoms, than trying to 
do it the other way. The other way 
works for some people, but it hasn’t 
worked for the people who are 
chronically homeless. ”

— Sam Tsemberis 
Founder & CEO, Pathways to 
Housing
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clients with support while also allowing them the dignity 
to fail. Continued practice in making choices leads clients to 
make the right choice and achieve the experience of success. 
Learning through experiences of success as well as failure 
is an essential ingredient in recovery. Sometimes the only 
way anybody – homeless or not, mentally ill, or not – learns 
something is to fail while trying. But learning through trying 
requires a background of security, both a home and support 
delivered by a highly trained team whose aim is to restore 
dignity and respect, to provide support through difficult times 
and to foster recovery. 

2 The second core principle of Pathways Housing First 
is the separation of housing and treatment services. 

Pathways to Housing provides both housing and treatment 
services through separate units within the agency. The 
Housing Services Unit finds apartments, signs leases, 
and maintain all aspects of housing, including the 
fundamentally important ingredient of positive relations 
with landlords and building maintenance staff. Pathways 
to Housing strives to maintain a policy that fewer than 
20% of the total number of units in any single building. 
This policy protects clients from “ghetto-ization”, from 
stigmatization, and from NIMBY-ism (Not In My Back 
Yard) from clients’ new neighbors. When a single client 
moves into a neighborhood, they are far more likely to 
integrate and be accepted into the community than when 
an entire building is populated with formerly chronically 
homeless adults, making them easily identifiable targets for 
stigmatization, victimization, and harassment. 

Importantly, the use of private lease arrangements 
protects tenants’ rights. Tenants have same rights and 
responsibilities as any other lease holder and are not held 
to a higher standard or a shorter lease period than anyone 
else. Finally, apartments through Pathways to Housing 
are affordable: although they are subsidized, tenants pay 
30% of their income toward rent, strengthening buy-in and 
undermining the cycle of dependency. 

Providing a home increases “ontological security”, the 
psychological well-being that arises from constancy in 
one’s material environment: daily routines, privacy, and 
a secure base for identity (re)development. Ontological 
security improves mental health and reduces harm. Rental 
units from the private market allow for life changes like 
relationships, children, and so forth, and they facilitate 
community integration, which is key to psychiatric recovery. 

1 The first core principle is consumer choice. When asked, 
almost every person who is homeless, with or without 

mental illness, says they want housing first. These folks 
will accept housing and services, when they are provided 
on their own terms. Pathways to Housing is very effective 
with those who are so-called ‘hard to house’ or ‘treatment 
resistant’ because it respects their needs, wants and desires. 

Once housed, consumers continue to choose the type, 
sequence and intensity of services (or no services). However, 
all must agree to weekly visits because it’s Housing First, NOT 
Housing Only. Clients of Pathways to Housing choose which 
services they wish to receive, and the order and intensity 
of services. Consumer choice is absolutely essential to this 
approach for housing and services because it eliminates 
the disconnection between what providers offer and what 
consumers want. It restores dignity and self-determination, 
two important psychological resources that are stripped away 
through the dehumanizing experiences of the institutional 
circuit. Choice in housing and treatment services restores the 
fundamentally human right to make one’s own mistakes 
and learn from them. Instead of undermining choice and 
agency by telling, prescribing, or otherwise dictating what is 
good for them, key workers at Pathways to Housing provide 
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What is in it for the landlord? A guarantee that the rent 
will be paid on time and that there will be no rent lost 
for vacancies. Additionally, the Housing Services Unit is 
highly responsive to the landlord and remains in close 
contact with him or her. The Housing Unit ensures that the 
apartment will be well-managed and looked after. If there 
is damage to the apartment, the Housing Services Team will 
immediately arrive on the scene and make repairs. 

The Treatment and Support Services Unit offers services 
but does not require any client to accept these services. 
Relapse into substance use, and return of psychiatric 
symptoms are expected. Neither will result in housing 
loss, even if the client must return to the hospital or 
treatment center, and even if circumstances require the 
client to move home. Treatment and support services are 
provided using Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) 
Teams, Intensive Case Management (ICM) or other off 
site services. Multidisciplinary teams consisting of an 
MD, MSW, CSAC, RN, and others serve people the highest 
needs (severe mental illness; substance abuse; long 
periods of hospitalization, criminal justice; involuntary 
commitment orders, etc. ). Services are provided directly by 
the team, seven days a week, 24 hours a day. Teams use a 
recovery focused harm reduction approach and assist with 
community integration. Intensive case management (ICM) 
is provided to clients with fewer or less challenging needs. 
These teams carry caseloads with a higher client:team-
member ratio. Many of the needed services are brokered 
by community agencies and clinics, and team members 
provide follow through and continuity of care among 
various systems. They are also on call seven days a week, 24 
hours a day. All treatment team and support service workers 
are highly trained in a consumer-driven, harm reduction, 
recovery-focused philosophy and practice. The team 
coordinates its services to ensure universal and unlimited 
services that are consumer-driven and evidence-based. 

3 The third principle of Pathways Housing First is to 
provide services that promote recovery. Independent 

scatter-site homes are essential to recovery. We know 
that people recover better and develop skills to cope with 
activities of daily living more easily when they learn those 
skills within the setting in which they will be enacted, 
rather than learn them in one setting (transitional housing) 
and then translate them to a different type of setting 
(independent living). 

People who are diagnosed with severe mental illness 
can and do recover and live full and independent lives. 
Therefore, an another essential ingredient in a Pathways 
Housing First program is the opportunity to engage in 
services that not only manage symptoms but also foster 
recovery. Programs such as supported employment, 
education, wellness management, and others, are provided 
in at least equal proportion to psychiatric and substance 
abuse treatment services. This recovery orientation conveys 
hope to clients and provides them opportunities to grow, 
develop, and change, and to develop identities beyond 
the stigmatized identities of ‘homeless’ and ‘mentally 
ill’. A recovery orientation fosters the discovery of new 
capabilities. For example, highly successful programs at 
New York City’s flagship Pathways to Housing include a 
community garden, an extensive peer support program, a 
client employment program, and a photography group. 

4 A recovery orientation is the foundation for the 
fourth principle of a Pathways Housing First Program: 

community integration. By making the end goal recovery 
from mental illness, rather than the management of mental 
illness, key workers encourage clients to develop natural 
supports in the community, rebuild their social network 
by reconnecting with family and friends, and establish 
new relationships. Community integration through 
recovery efforts leads to the increased participation in 
social, recreational, political, and religious activities. This is 
possible because Pathways Housing First provides housing 
that is normal housing -- not a program. This means that the 
services can walk away from the person when he or she no 
longer needs them, rather than requiring the disruption of 
moving to a new home and starting all over again. 

5 The fifth principle of Pathways Housing First is 
evidence-based practice. From its inception, research 

was fully integrated into the model. Wherever a Pathways 
Housing First demonstration site is founded, whether it 

Pathways to Housing has made a significant 
contribution to ending homelessness in Philadelphia. 
We are thrilled to partner with them and look forward 
to working together until no one is living on our streets. 

Sister Mary Scullion 
Co-Founder and Executive Director of Project H. O. M. E.
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is New York, Washington DC, Toronto, Glasgow, Lisbon, or 
Marseilles, research is conducted from the beginning in 
order to demonstrate the effectiveness, measure fidelity 
to the original model, and compare the successes to other 
sites. At the New York Pathways to Housing flagship site, a 
four-year, randomized and controlled program evaluation 
was conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
model. In order to show that the most difficult “treatment 
resistant” “hard to house” could be immediately and 
successfully housed using Housing First principles, research 
interviewers literally took to the streets of New York 
City and invited people to participate in the study. This 
recruitment decision was deliberate and was designed to 
demonstrate that Pathways Housing First is the solution for 
people who the rest of the services workers in the city had 
given up on. Therefore, a sample of the most difficult “cases” 
of homelessness in New York City were randomly assigned 
to either “treatment as usual” (continuum of care) or 
Pathways to Housing (Housing First), and then interviewed 
every six months for four years. 

The findings of the New York Housing Study are simple: 
people enrolled in Pathways to Housing got housed faster 
and stayed stably housed at rates significantly higher 
than those who received services through treatment as 
usual. In fact, Pathways to Housing has an 85% success 
rate housing and keeping housed adults who have spent 
years sleeping rough on the streets of New York City. And 
it costs much less, primarily because Pathways clients 
leave the institutional circuit behind. Pathways clients 
use significantly fewer services than do people still in the 
Continuum of Care. Pathways clients do use significantly 
fewer alcohol and substance use services like detox and 
hospitalization, but contrary to the skeptics’ fears, Pathways 
clients’ use rates are no higher than those of people in 
the Continuum of Care. Furthermore, research shows 
that the feeling of self-efficacy that Pathways to Housing 

instills in its clients serves as a buffer against psychiatric 
symptoms. These successes of Pathways to Housing and 
others have been replicated in every demonstration site 
thus far. The evidence is incontrovertible: Regardless of 
location, whether Lisbon, Toronto, or New York, Pathways to 
Housing ends homelessness. And it costs less, too. You can 
find loads of evidence in the ‘Research Library’ on the www. 
pathwaystohousing.org website. 

As Dr. Sam Tsemberis says, ‘Housing first ends 
homelessness. It’s that simple.’ Housing First, ‘doing more 
with less’, is the future of homelessness services, here, there, 
and everywhere. As mentioned earlier, it has spread to 
Canada, to many European countries including Portugal, 
Finland, Norway, the UK, and France. It has even landed in 
Japan. Housing First is working in each of these countries. 
Each of these countries is taking steps to not only end 
homelessness, to do it better, and to do it cheaper. In these 
times of austerity and IMF takeovers, don’t you think it’s 
time to make it work in Ireland, too?

The Dublin Housing First Demonstration Project seeks 
to end the need to sleep rough for an identified number 
of entrenched rough sleepers with significant support 
requirements by providing self-contained, scattered, 
independent housing units for each participant, with the 
support of an intensive specialist case management team 
on a visiting basis to the person in their home.

This group of individuals have remained rough sleeping 
over a number of years, and generally have not engaged 
with the range of available accommodation/ social care/ 
primary care services. Current levels and methods of 
service provision have not proven effective in responding to 
the range of significant support needs of these individuals. 

The project is client –led: participants choose to take part 
in the project, choose their housing unit as far as possible, 
identify their own goals, and the HF team works with the 
person to achieve their goals. In this way, the project aims 
to promote participants autonomy, independence, and to 
support them in settling into their home and integrating 
into their community.

The first participants have begun to move into their 
housing in April this year. For further information, please 
contact: elaine.butler@dublincity.ie

As originators of the Housing First model, Pathways to 
Housing seeks to transform individual lives by ending 
homelessness and supporting recovery for those with 
psychiatric disabilities.   We believe housing is a basic 
human right, and aspire to change the practice of 
homeless services. 

--Mission Statement, Pathways to Housing
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Does social housing 
need fundamental 
change?
In the July edition of Cornerstone, Joe Finnerty 
highlighted some of the wide ranging changes 
introduced under the Housing (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 2009 and asked if this 
represented a new model for social housing. 
I would like to continue this discussion, and 
look at the changes proposed in the Act, some 
of which are far-reaching, some are welcome 
and overdue while others are not so welcome. 

While the traditional model of social housing 
dominant in Ireland in the last fifty years has 
its supporters, it has features that need to be 
addressed. I want to deal with those features 
in particular here. 

Housing need is assessed at point of entry and 
continuing need is not reassessed again, even 

if a tenant were to subsequently become quite 
affluent. Differential rents, in theory linked 
to the tenant’s ability to pay, do not equate in 
any way to market rents for similar properties. 
There is therefore a built in subsidy for 
social housing tenants, even for those whose 
incomes improve substantially after allocation 
takes place. The 2009 Act seeks to redress this 
lack of flexibility by allowing for rents to be 
assessed on the market based rental value of 
property. This matters because this is subsidy 
that otherwise is not then available to help 
people in more genuine housing need. 

Social housing tenants have similar rights 
to homeowners. In theory all renovations 
and improvements must be approved by the 
local authority. In reality once a dwelling is 
allocated social housing tenants may treat 
the dwelling as home in a way that private 
rented tenants cannot. Importantly, because 
of the rights of social housing tenants to 
security of tenure and the wide ranging rights 
of successor tenants, once allocated, the social 

Charting a new 
course
In the July issue of CornerStone, the editor 
bemoaned the fact that, aside from Joe 
Finnerty’s erudite article, there was virtually 
no debate about the future of social housing 
in Ireland, despite the fact that it is being 
transformed in front of our very eyes. Luckily 
for us however Aideen Hayden and John 
O’Connor have risen to the challenge and have 
taken the debate forward by leaps and bounds. 

Aideen Hayden is 
chair of the board 
of Threshold and 
completing a PhD 
on social housing
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housing unit is essentially lost to public use, as long as any 
member of the original tenant’s extended family require 
it - irrespective of need. This situation has arisen by force 
of tradition rather than any policy decision. The 2009 
Act, by attempting to change the nature of social housing 
provision, decouples provision from ownership and tackles 
in one move the assumption of a tenancy for life and an 
automatic right of inheritance irrespective of need. The 
success of this strategy is by no means guaranteed. There 
has been no rush of developers seeking to take part in the 
Social Housing Leasing Initiative, for example. Moreover, 
there appears to be resistance from local authorities, who 
may see the new legislative provisions as a challenge 
to their traditional “bricks and mortar” role. Elected 
councillors also appear to see a threat to the continued 
rights which their constituents have come to enjoy and do 
not appear to embrace the proposals enthusiastically. 

What is at stake however is fundamental change. The 
impact of an allocations policy, which to date assesses 
need at point of entry only, coupled with a rental policy 

which guarantees subsidised rents, security of tenure for 
life, and inheritance rights for family members, not to 
mention subsidised tenant purchase, has created a category 
of relatively privileged tenants. This privilege is at a cost 
to both the public purse and those on the “outside” of the 
system. Single people and men in particular, lone parents 
with one child for example, couples with no children and 
others (for whom the allocation of a social housing unit is 
highly unlikely have been) are condemned in the past to a 
long-term future in the private rented sector. For them the 
allocation of social housing is highly unlikely. We cannot 
have a system based on inequality. 

This legislation is part of a strategy, deliberate or otherwise, 
which has effectively begun to decouple supports from 
tenure. The introduction of the Rental Accommodation 
Scheme (RAS) for example has brought the benefits of 
differential rents, and consequently the benefits of an 
ability to work, to a category of tenants previously excluded. 
The measures in the 2009 Act will permit greater tenure 
neutrality across rental policy. The introduction of the 
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Integrating 
social 
housing and 
the market
In relation to the delivery 
of housing - everything has 
changed. We have to accept this 
and examine ways to deliver 
social housing within the 
current economic environment. 
We now have a major 
opportunity to improve the 
integration of market and social 
housing; in fact we should aim 
to get rid of labels altogether 
and only talk of housing, 
focusing on the provision of 
housing for everyone and 
housing support as and when it 
is needed. 

There are two key questions that need to be addressed:

•	 How can we ensure we achieve an integrated market 
and social housing?

•	 How can we provide social housing using a guaranteed 
long-term cash flow instead of upfront capital funding?

The primary aim of local authorities, housing associations 
and co-operatives is to provide housing and housing 
support to those in need. In recent decades the quality 
of housing, along with housing supports, has improved 
significantly. However, one major shortcoming has been the 
lack of integration. We have provided too many residential 
developments of low income rental housing. 

A number of measures have achieved certain levels of 
integration, although not always to the appropriate level of 
quality. These include; mixed developments, rent supplement, 
market purchase, Part V, and the Rental Accommodation 
Scheme. However, the traditional approach to social housing 
provision with capital funding from the exchequer has 
resulted in high levels of segregation. We must move once and 

John O’Connor is 
chief executive 
of the Housing 
and Sustainable 
Communities 
Agency

Incremental Purchase Scheme similarly decouples the route 
to home ownership from the social housing tenure. Indeed 
one can argue that the demands of equity and fairness are 
served by this legislation. 

It can on the other hand be argued that a similar result 
would have been achieved by a policy which increased 
the amount of available traditional social housing to 
a level where everyone with a housing need could be 
accommodated with existing rights and privileges extant. 
However, this seems unlikely as the needs of single people, 
unmarried people and couples have never been remotely 
adequately accommodated by the social housing system. 
Diversifying the means of provision and moving social 
housing away from “bricks and mortar” provision to 
“social housing supports” essentially decouples supports 
from tenure. This action improves the position of groups 
previously excluded. Those currently being accommodated 
in the traditional social housing sector who have a housing 
need are not significantly disadvantaged and will continue 
to occupy the housing they currently have. 

Historically and politically, it is hard to justify the extent 
to which certain groups have been excluded from social 
housing. While the extension of social housing supports 
to include the housing sourced in the private rented sector 
may blur the definitions of social housing, this sector can 
more easily accommodate individual choice both in terms 
of location and diversity. There are advantages attached 
to including private rented housing particularly in terms 
of social and tenure mix, issues which have dogged the 
traditional social housing sector. 

Many other issues are raised on an examination of this 
legislation, such as the future role of local authorities and 
what would appear to be the even greater centralisation 
of decision making within the Department of the 
Environment. These require further analysis. The 2009 
Act is a far reaching piece of legislation, which in time 
may acquire the status of the 1966 Housing Act in forming 
the future of Irish social housing. But we must now ask 
ourselves if the measures set out in the 1966 Act such as 
the needs based allocations systems, differential rents and 
tenant purchase have not tied the hand of local authorities 
and policy makers in a way which must now be addressed. 
In other words is fundamental change to the social housing 
system a bad thing?
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for all to ensure that housing is only provided where there is 
proper integration in its broadest sense. This means mixed 
income and mixed tenure housing developments, mixed 
age group housing and mixed use developments properly 
integrated into our villages, towns and cities.

The second biggest issue facing us is the funding of housing 
provision. The availability of capital funding is extremely 
limited. The provision of housing for the foreseeable future 
must be based on the effective use of revenue finance. We 
need to examine ways of making long-term cash flow work 
instead of upfront capital. The public, non-profit and private 
sector need to adapt to this change. Simply put – everyone 
wants upfront capital, but it is no longer available. 

There is funding available for the rental and leasing of 
housing to meet the needs of social housing. The Social 
Housing Leasing Initiative was introduced in 2009 to 
enable local authorities and housing associations to enter 
into long term leases of private property as a means of 
meeting housing need. This Initiative is driving a change 
from a Capital Funding Model to a Revenue Funding 
Model. This follows on from the introduction of the 
Rental Accommodation Scheme which is proving to be 
successful. The aim is to build on this to give greater long-
term certainty for the availability of rental housing. Local 
authorities are seeking to engage private property owners 
to provide housing on long-term leases for up to twenty 
years in return for guaranteed rental income without 
tenant management responsibilities. The benefit from the 

local authority’s perspective is that they are leasing rather 
than building property and they are achieving a greater 
level of social integration in the community. 

Housing Associations and Co-operatives must develop 
ways of making a revenue stream of funding work and 
act more like private sector investors in approaching the 
provision of housing. This must be coupled with providing 
a broad range of housing or working in partnership with 
the private sector to achieve integration. Significant change 
is required. The first choice for housing associations is to 
decide whether to invest in housing provision themselves. 
Examining ways to make a stream of cash-flow income 
work is at the heart of this analysis. A long-term view is 
necessary to make this work and we need to look beyond 
the project finance at corporate financing structures. 

Many organisations focus on getting involved in new 
developments with all the associated development risks. 
There are many completed developments with unoccupied 
housing and many unfinished developments throughout 
the country. As developers, banks and others accept the 
full reality of the current market, there will be significant 
opportunities available for housing associations. It should 
be acknowledged that a number of organisations have been 
active and have been adapting to the changed marketplace. 
They must be given our full support. 

The key to unlocking and dealing with the unfinished 
residential developments is to find ways of engaging the 
housing associations, the public sector and private sector 
investors to work together to provide housing across all 
spectrums from social rental to full market housing. A more 
integrated society can be achieved by the deliberate action 
of these groups if they work together.

We need to examine ways of making long-term cash flow 

work instead of upfront capital. The public, non-profit and 

private sector need to adapt to this change. Simply put – 

everyone wants upfront capital, but it is no longer 

available.
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When and why did you first get involved in 
the area of homelessness?
By the time I’d finished my degree in 
engineering I had my doubts about an 
engineering career so I put off the decision 
by becoming a full-time volunteer with the 
Cyrenians in Cambridge. The Cyrenians were 
related to the Simon Community – formed by a 
split from the Simon Community over unpaid 
electricity bills.

Has your understanding of homelessness 
changed since then?
Yes! When I was with the Cyrenians I was 
heavily influenced by the counterculture 
movement of the time (1970s), as well as R.D. 
Laing and others, so I believed that we were 
offering homeless people an alternative to 
conventional society. If homelessness was a 
product of a sick society, I didn’t see any point in 
wasting time with resettlement. I was wrong.

What one policy initiative would make the 
most difference to homelessness people?
More affordable housing. Whilst the causes of 
homelessness are complex, for most homeless 
people the solution is very straightforward: 
mainstream housing and supports as needed. 
It really is as simple as that.

What have you learnt from homeless people 
you have met?
The ability of many homeless people I have 
known to maintain their dignity throughout 
their experience of homelessness has 
frequently made me wonder how, or if, I would 
cope in the same situation.

Do you think poverty and homelessness will 
always be with us?
Yes. Relative poverty will always be with us by 
definition and we should always be fighting 
to reduce the gap. It’s virtually impossible 
to prevent all homelessness occurring; what 
matters is reducing it to a minimum and then 
responding quickly and effectively.

Can you think of anything we can learn 
from another country about tackling 
homelessness? 
Longitudinal research, which involves 
following people over a period of time, is 
extremely expensive, but it’s the best way of 
finding out whether or not policies work. The 
Housing First approach originated in the USA, 
and as a result of longitudinal research carried 
out there we know that it is not only a good 
idea, but that it works too.

What’s the difference between NGOs and the 
statutory sector?
Less now than there used to be. But the NGO 
sector remains the source of innovation in the 
arena of homelessness.

Which matters most, charity or political change?
Political change.

What would you do if the homelessness 
problem was solved and you were no longer 
needed? 
Party until dawn and then spend more time in 
the kitchen doing some serious cooking.

Do you give money to people who are begging?
Very rarely, and when I do I suspect that my 
needs are being met much more than those of 
the recipient of my change.

The Homeless Agency is responsible 
for the planning, co-ordination and 
administration of funding for the 
provision of quality services to people 
who are homeless in the Dublin area 
and for the development of responses 
to prevent homelessness.

We work in partnership with  
a range of voluntary and statutory 
agencies to implement the agreed 
plan A Key to the Door, Homeless 
Agency Partnership Action Plan  
on Homelessness in Dublin 2007-2010, 
to deliver integrated services to people 
who are homeless and assist them to 
move to appropriate long-term 
housing and independence with 
appropriate supports as required.

We advocate for improvements in 
mainstream policies and services to 
make them responsive to the needs 
of people who are homeless or at 
risk of homelessness and we work 
with voluntary and statutory bodies 
to develop strategies to prevent 
homelessness from occuring in  
the first instance.

The vision of the Homeless Agency is 
that by 2010, long-term homelessness 
and the need for people to sleep rough 
will be eliminated in Dublin.

QUESTIONNAIRE

Simon Brooke, 
Housing and Social 
Policy Consultant, 
and editor of 
CornerStone
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